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Abstract: In the present study, the thermal performance of an electronic equipment cooling system
is investigated. The heat sink used in the current cooling system consists of a porous channel with
a rectangular cross-section that is assumed to be connected directly to the hot surface of an electronic
device. In this modeling, a fully developed flow assumption is used. The Darcy–Brinkman model
was used to determine the fluid flow field. Since using the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model
may provide results affected by the error in metal foams, in the present research, an attempt has
first been made to examine the validity range of this model. The local thermal non-equilibrium
(LTNE) model taking into account the viscous dissipation effect was then used to determine the
temperature field. To validate the numerical solution, the computed results were compared with
other studies, and an acceptable agreement was observed. Analysis of the temperature field
shows that if the fluid–solid-phase thermal conductivity ratio is 1 or the Biot number has a large
value, the difference between the temperature of the solid phase and the fluid phase decreases.
Moreover, the effect of important hydrodynamic parameters and the porous medium characteristics
on the field of hydrodynamic, heat, and entropy generation was studied. Velocity field analysis
shows that increasing the pore density and reducing the porosity cause an increase in the shear stress
on the walls. By analyzing the entropy generation, it can be found that the irreversibility of heat
transfer has a significant contribution to the total irreversibility, leading to a Bejan number close to 1.
As a guideline for the design of a porous metal heat sink for electronic equipment, the use of porous
media with low porosity reduces the total thermal resistance and improves heat transfer, reducing
the total irreversibility and the Bejan number. Moreover, the increasing of pore density increases
the specific porous surface; consequently, it reduces the total irreversibility and Bejan number and
improves the heat transfer.

Keywords: electronic cooling; porous media; entropy generation; viscous dissipation;
numerical simulation

1. Introduction

Today’s modern life is unimaginable without the use of electronic equipment such as personal
computers (PCs). Demand for higher performance and faster computing has led to more electricity
being consumed and more heat being generated [1]. This heat can shorten the life of the device or
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even damage it [2]. To ensure the safe operation of a PC, electronic components must operate within
a certain temperature range to reduce the risk of damage or malfunction of the device; as a matter of
fact, the performances of electronic equipment are highly dependent on temperature [3]. Hence, the
issue of efficiently cooling electronic equipment has become a serious challenge for researchers. In this
respect, using channels for cooling of these equipment was one of the solution to this challenge [4–6].
For instance, Fedorov and Viskanta [7] evaluated the flow and heat transfer in a microchannel heat sink
which is operational for cooling the electronic packaging. The numerical model developed by these
researchers has an appropriate agreement with the laboratory results. In addition, their numerical
results show that the Poiseuille flow assumption is not always accurate and its validity must be
examined in each specific case. In a numerical study, Kumar and Kumar [8] investigated the thermal
performance and reliability of an electronic chip in a heat sink with six circular channels. They found
that using nanoscale Al2O3/water nanofluid instead of water reduces surface temperature, energy
consumption, and the thermal resistance of the electronic chip. They studied these effects to investigate
the effects of different parameters on the thermal performance of electronic chips. Sarafraz et al. [9]
evaluated the thermal performance of a Central Processing Unit (CPU) cooler that works with liquid
gallium, CuO/water nanofluid, and water. In this study, the researchers used CPU in three modes,
namely, standby, normal, and overload. From aspect of thermal performance, their results show that
gallium performs more properly than nanofluid and water. Although use of gallium enhances the
thermal efficiency, it has some disadvantages that are taken into account, such as rising the pressure
drop. On the other hand, the use of nanofluid instead of water improves the heat transfer and also
leads to a smaller pressure drop than that of gallium.

To worsen the situation, in new designs, there are attempts to make more electronic components
per each unit of area [10]. Therefore, additional constraints must be considered during the design of
a cooling system. There are some examples in this respect, such as having an electronic component
with small size, the shortage of contact surface for heat transfer, the lack of use of large-sized cooling
systems, and the high heat generated by a modern chip. These limitations have obliged engineers
to design and make efficient cooling systems [11]. Porous metal foam is lightweight due to its high
porosity [12]. It has a high surface density and, therefore, the cooling fluid touches more hot areas [13].
Due to the complex internal structure, it has the ability to create mixing within the fluid flow and to
improve heat transfer [14]. It also has a high thermal conductivity [15]. In this regard, Zhang et al. [16]
experimentally studied the thermal performance of a porous copper heat sink that is used to cool the
CPU. The results of this study show that, as expected, the cooling capacity of porous copper (defined
as the amount of removal heat from the heat sink space) rises with increasing the pressure difference
between inlet and outlet, while it is almost constant for variations in the heat flux. Extra information
about the usage of porous media in electronic equipment to enhance the thermal performance is
provided for electronic chip in [17], different effects such Magnetohydrodynamics MHD in [18] and
viscous dissipation in [19] for CPUs and in [20] for power LEDs.

The main purpose of numerical modeling applied to the analysis of porous metal foams for
electronic equipment cooling is to select the geometric and fluid parameters to target optimized thermal
efficiency. There are two principal perspectives on the study of heat transfer problems regarding
porous media [21]. In the first view, the temperature difference between the solid phase and the fluid
phase of the porous media is ignored, which is called the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model [22].
Conversely, in the second view, the temperature difference between the solid phase and the fluid
phase of the porous media is considered, and it is called the local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE)
model [23]. In addition, for the application that is relevant to the both parts of solid and fluid phases,
it is significant to pay attention to the viscous dissipation in mathematical modeling of heat transfer
problems, especially regarding porous media [24]. Entropy generation analysis turns out to be an
effective and beneficial method for optimizing the thermal performance of different heat transfer
systems, such as thermoelectric devices for electronic equipment cooling [25] through enclosures [26]
and porous media [27]. The pioneer of using entropy generation analysis for thermal usages was
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Adrian Bejan. He used this method to analyze a heat exchanger during its operation [28]. This method
of optimization takes into account an alternative to second law analysis. In addition, his book [29]
describes thoroughly this method for different fields of engineering. The investigations of the entropy
generation within the fluid current through the porous media under LTE conditions in pipes partially
filled with a porous medium was carried out in [30], while LTNE conditions were analyzed in [30].
The effect of viscous dissipation on the entropy generation of a nanofluid current through microchannels
filled with porous medium was investigated in [31,32].

To clarify the innovations of this article, the focus should be concentrated on the viscous dissipation
effect and consideration of both the LTE and LTNE models in the simulation of heat transfer for
a porous channel used as heat sink for electronic cooling applications. To the authors’ best knowledge,
for the first time in this geometry and conditions relevant for the cooling of electronic equipment,
the validity interval of the LTE model was presented. Furthermore, two different approaches for the
adiabatic boundary conditions are considered and the results were compared to each other. In a recent
paper, by applying the semi-empirical correlations, the properties of porous media such as K, k f e,
kse, hs f and As f as the functions of two morphology parameters of porosity and pore density were
calculated. This paper paves the way for the analyses of entropy generation following the investigation
of the effects of porous media on the velocity and temperature fields and, ultimately, the appropriate
parameters for enhancing the performance was cleared.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the problem configuration and simplifying
assumptions are described. In Section 3, the mathematical formulation of the conservation laws
in the porous media are presented, for both cases of LTE and LTNE. In Section 4, the numerical
implementation of the model is described, together with a benchmark of the computed results against
those of a test case available in the literature. After the superior suitability of the LTNE model for the
problem at hand, in Section 5 the results of the analysis are presented in terms of effects of the porosity
and pore density on the velocity, temperature and entropy generation fields. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2. Problem Configuration and Assumption

Figure 1 shows the porous heat sink model used in numerical analysis. This model consists
of a rectangular porous channel that is connected directly to the hot surface of an electronic device.
This assumption is considered to simplify the solving approach. The length and height of the heat sink
are introduced by L and H, respectively. In a real electronic device, the size of height is usually small
and in the order of millimeter [20,33]. In this study, the height of the channel is considered 5 mm and
the length of the channel is larger than the height and is 150 mm, which, according to the literature, are
reasonable assumptions. The heat sink channel has a rectangular cross-section in which the cooling
fluid uniformly enters from the one side and exits from another side. In this study, subcooled water
at ambient temperature is selected as the cooling fluid. In order to simulate the heat generated by
the electronic device, a uniform heat flux (q′′ ) is applied to the bottom surface of the channel. In this
way, the working fluid flows through the porous media, and the generated heat is transferred to the
working fluid by the porous media. To achieve a conservative design, all other sides of the heat sink
are considered to be insulated. The following assumptions are used to extend the mathematical model:

• The flow is steady, laminar, incompressible, and fully developed from hydrodynamics and
thermal aspects.

• Thermal resistance between the hot surface of the electronic device and the porous medium
is neglected.

• The thermo-physical properties of the porous medium are constant.
• The porosity and pore density of the porous medium are varied parametrically in the range of

0.8 ≤ ε ≤ 0.98 and 10 ≤ ω ≤ 30 Part Per Inches (PPI).
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• The porous medium is assumed rigid, isotropic, and homogeneous and completely saturated
with fluid.

• Between the solid phase and the fluid phase of the porous medium, local thermal non-equilibrium
conditions may exist.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 18 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the porous block to be used as a heat sink for electronic equipment.

3. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem

3.1. Steady Momentum and Energy Equations

In order to model the hydrodynamic and the heat field of the intended problem in the relevant
computational domain, the Darcy–Brinkman model in Equation (1) and the LTNE model (Equations
(2) and (3)) are used to describe the momentum and energy equations, respectively[31,34,35].

0 = −
dp
dx
−
µf

K
u +

µf

ε

∂2u
∂y2 (1)

ρfcp,f

(
u∂Tf
∂x

)
= kfe

∂2Tf
∂y2 + hsfasf(Ts − Tf) +

µf
K u2 +

µf
ε

(
∂u
∂y

)2

. (2)

kse
∂2Ts

∂y2 − hsfasf(Ts − Tf) = 0 (3)

In Equations (1)–(3) u, p, Tf, and Ts are seepage velocity, pressure, temperature of the fluid
phase, and temperature of the solid phase of the porous medium, respectively. In addition, K is the
permeability, ε is the porosity, µf is the viscosity of the working fluid, kfe is the effective thermal
conductivity of the fluid phase, kse is the effective thermal conductivity of the solid phase, hsf is
interstitial heat transfer coefficient, and asf is surface area density of the metal foam. The values
of asf, kfe and kse are computed following the relations in [36], while the values of the interstitial
heat transfer coefficient hsf are obtained from the definition of the Nusselt number, Nu, based on
the Zukaukas correlation for staggered cylinders [37], consistently with the recipe presented in [38].
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The terms on the left-hand side of Equation (2) accounts for heat conduction in the fluid, for the
interstitial heat transfer, for the viscous dissipation due to the Darcy term in the momentum equation
(Equation (2)) and for the Brinkman term in Equation (2), respectively.

The condition of no-slip and constant heat flux dominates the bottom wall, as reported in
Equation (4).

y = 0 : u = 0, Tf = Ts = Tw,−kse
∂Ts

∂y
− kfe

∂Tf

∂y
= qw (4)

No-slip and adiabatic conditions are applied on the bottom wall. Two different approaches can be
used to model the adiabatic boundary condition on the wall of a channel filled with porous media, and
namely:

• case A: The sum of the heat flux obtained from the solid phase and the fluid phase of the porous
medium equals the imposed heat flux (null flux, for the case at hand).

• case B: it is assumed that the heat flux of the fluid phase and the solid phase are zero, respectively.
In other words, the temperature gradient for the fluid and solid phase is zero [39].

We retain both cases in our analysis, therefore the boundary conditions on the top side of the
porous medium can be expressed as in Equation (5):

y = H : u = 0, Case A : kse
∂Ts

∂y
+ kfe

∂Tf

∂y
= 0, Ts = Tf, Case B :

∂Ts

∂y
=
∂Tf

∂y
= 0 (5)

For a fully developed thermal flow, the temperature field is defined as follows [31,34]:

Ti(x, y) = ff, s(y) + Ωx (6)

dTw

dx
=
∂Tf

∂x
=
∂Ts

∂x
=
∂Tf

∂x
=
∂Ts

∂x
= Ω = constant (7)

By summing Equations (2) and (3), and integrating the relation obtained on the channel height,
the following equation is obtained [31,32,35]:

ρ f cp, f

(
u
∂Tf

∂x

)
= kfe

∂2Tf

∂y2 + kse
∂2Ts

∂y2 +
µf

K
u2 +

µf

ε

(
∂u
∂y

)2

(8)

ρ f cp, f Hum
∂Tf

∂x
= qw +

∫ H

0

µf

K
u2dy +

∫ H

0

µf

ε

(
∂u
∂y

)2

dy (9)

By combining Equations(9) and (6), the constant Ω can be expressed in the form [35] of Equation (10):

Ω =
qw +

∫ H
0
µf
K u2dy +

∫ H
0
µf
ε

(
∂u
∂y

)2
dy

ρ f cp, f Hum
(10)

where um is the average value of the seepage velocity in the vertical direction, defined in Equation (11)

um =
1
H

∫ H

0
udy (11)

In the LTE model, assuming that the temperature of the fluid and solid phase are equal (in other
words, Tf = Ts = Tte), by combining Equations (2) and (3), an energy equation forms for the porous
medium. Therefore, considering the LTE model, the energy equation is expressed as follows [35,36,40]:
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Local thermal equilibrium model (LTE)

ρfcp,f

(
u
∂Tte

∂x

)
= (kfe + kse)

∂2Tte

∂y2 +
µf

K
u2 +

µf

ε

(
∂u
∂y

)2

(12)

The boundary conditions related to the LTE in Equation (12) can be written as follows [35,36]:

y = 0 : Tte = Tw,−(kfe + kse)
∂Tte

∂y
= qw and y = H :

∂Tte

∂y
= 0 (13)

To make dimensionless the momentum and energy equations, we can consider the dimensionless
parameters defined in Table 1 [35].

Table 1. Summary of the dimensionless parameters employed in the present work [35].

1. Parameter 2. Symbol 3. Definition

4. Biot number 5. Bi 6. hsfasfH2

kse

7. Brinkman number 8. Br 9. µfur
2

qwH
10. Darcy number 11. Da 12. K

H2

13. Ratio of effective fluid thermal
conductivity to that of solid 14. k 15. kfe

kse

16. Dimensionless velocity 17. U 18. u
ur

19. Dimensionless mean velocity 20. Um 21. um
ur

22. Specific velocity 23. ur 24. −
H2

µ f

dp
dx

25. Dimensionless x coordinate 26. X 27. x
L

28. Dimensionless y coordinate 29. Y 30. y
H

31. Dimensionless temperature 32. θ 33. T−Tw,in
qwH/kse

By substituting Equation (14) in Equations (1) to (5), as well as Equations (12) and (13), the
dimensionless form of momentum, energy, and boundary condition equations related to the problem
are presented in the form reported in Equations (15–17) for the LTNE model, with the corresponding
boundary conditions in Equations (18) and (19), and in Equation (20) for the LTE model, with its
boundary conditions in Equation (21).

0 = 1 +
1
ε

∂2U

∂Y2 −
U
Da

(14)

C
U

Um
= k

∂2θf

∂Y2 + Bi(θs − θf) +
Br
Da

U2 +
Br
ε

(
∂U
∂Y

)2

(15)

0 =
∂2θs

∂Y2 − Bi(θs − θf) (16)

Y = 0 : U = 0, θf = θs = 0 (17)

Y = 1 : U = 0, Case A :
∂θs

∂Y
+ k

∂θf

∂Y
= 0, θs = θf, Case B :

∂θs

∂Y
=
∂θf

∂Y
= 0 (18)

C
U

Um
= (1 + k)

∂2θte

∂Y2 +
Br
Da

U2 +
Br
ε

(
∂U
∂Y

)2

(19)

Y = 0 : θte = 0, Y = 1 :
∂θte

∂Y
= 0 (20)

where the parameter C in Equations (16) and (20) is defined according to Equation (22):

C = 1 +
∫ 1

0

Br
Da

U2dY +

∫ 1

0

Br
ε

(
∂U
∂Y

)2

dY (21)
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Note that the coefficients of the conservation laws in the dimensionless formulation are now
expressed just in terms of dimensionless parameters including the porosity, the Darcy number, Da (i.e.,
the ratio between permeability and a reference surface), the Brinkman number, Br (i.e., the ratio of
viscous heat generation to the external heat), and the conductivity ratio k.

3.2. Entropy Generation for LTNE Model

The volumetric rate of entropy generation in the intended heat transfer system can be deduced,
according to [31,41], in the solid and fluid components of the porous media as reported in Equations (29)
and (30), respectively:

.
s′′′ gen, s =

kse

Ts2

(∂Ts

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Ts

∂y

)2− hsfasf(Ts − Tf)

Ts
(22)

.
s′′′ gen, f =

kfe

Tf
2

(∂Tf

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Tf

∂y

)2+ hsfasf(Ts − Tf)

Tf
+
µf

KTf
u2 +

µf

εTf

(
∂u
∂y

)2

(23)

By summing Equations (22) and (23), the total entropy generation rate in the metal foam is
obtained in Equation (31) [31,41]:

.
s′′′ gen =

kse

Ts2

(∂Ts

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Ts

∂y

)2+ kfe

Tf
2

(∂Tf

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Tf

∂y

)2+ hsfasf(Ts − Tf)
2

TfTs
+
µf

KTf
u2 +

µf

εTf

(
∂u
∂y

)2

(24)

The first, second, and third terms in Equation (24) are related to heat transfer, and the fourth
and fifth terms are related to fluid friction and viscous dissipation. The two irreversible terms
are split in Equations (25) and (26), respectively, where the different reference temperature at the
denominators clearly accounts for the temperature difference of fluid and solid components, intrinsic of
the LTNE terms.

.
s′′′HT =

kse

Ts2

(∂Ts

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Ts

∂y

)2+ kfe

Tf
2

(∂Tf

∂x

)2

+

(
∂Tf

∂y

)2+ hsfasf(Ts − Tf)
2

TfTs
(25)

.
s′′′ FF =

µf

KTf
u2 +

µf

εTf

(
∂u
∂y

)2

(26)

The dimensionless form of irreversible terms is presented in Equation (27) in the form of local
volumetric entropy generation rates [31,41]:

Ntot =

.
s′′′ genH2

ks
, NHT =

.
s′′′HTH2

ks
, NFF =

.
s′′′ FFH2

ks
, (27)

In the aforementioned correlation, the dominator used could be kfe or kse, but here, ks has been
utilized. Because this parameter and H are constant, the effect of porosity on local volumetric entropy
generation can be clearly seen. The average of total dimensionless irreversibility rate due to heat
transfer and fluid friction are obtained locally by Equation (28) [31,41], so that a single value can be
obtained by further integrating in the flow direction x, as shown in Equation (29).

Ni =

∫ 1

0
NidY, i =HT, FF, tot (28)

=
Ni =

∫ 1

0
NidX, i =HT, FF, tot (29)
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The Bejan number, which is the ratio of irreversibility due to heat transfer to total irreversibility,
can be then calculated from Equation (30).

Be =

=
NHT
=
Ntot

(30)

4. Numerical Model and Validation

In this section, the numerical implementation of the model is discussed. In this study, bvp4c code in
the Matlab software was employed. The bvp4c script, predefined in Matlab, is a finite difference code for
boundary value problems which relies on a collocation polynomial providing a C1-continuous solution
based on an accuracy of fourth-order uniformly in the interval of integration [42]. According to a given
initial mesh of points, the collocation algorithm divides the interval of integration into subintervals.
Starting from an initial solution guess, after determining the numerical solution by solving the global
system of algebraic equations for the specified boundary conditions at the collocation points on all the
subintervals, the solver evaluates the error of the numerical solution on each subinterval based on the
residual of the continuous solution. If the solution does not satisfy the tolerance criteria, set here equal
to 10−9 (for both relative and absolute values), the solver adapts the mesh and repeats the process.

Before using the model to understand the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the porous block for
different values of porosity and pore density, the model is first validated against a limited dataset of
experimental values available in the literature.

First, the results of the numerical solution are compared with the values in the reference case
presented in [43], for which now we better explain the test case in the manuscript revision. The working
fluids considered as air and Nusselt number and dimensionless pressure in this comparison were
obtained as in Equations (31–33).

P =
K
µum

dp
dx

(31)

Nu =
q′′

Tw − Tf,b

4H
kf

= −
kse

kf

4
θf,b

(32)

θf,b =

∫ 1
0 θfUdY∫ 1

0 UdY
(33)

As shown in Figure 2a,b and Table 2, a very good agreement is found between the actual
numerical solution and the reference values. Moreover, the results are validated with experimental
data. In the study we consider, i.e., Salehipour et al. [44], a rectangular channel filled with porous
media (copper foam) is investigated. They considered the Reynolds number in the range of 373 to
1186. The cooling fluid is water and the permeability and porosity are considered 1.774 × 10−7 (m2)
and 0.9013, respectively. In addition, the width (W), height (H) and length (L) are stated as 50 mm, 20
mm and 430 mm, respectively. According to Figure 3, there is very good match between our computed
results and the experimental data.
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Table 2. Comparison of the predicted Nusselt number (Nu) and dimensionless pressure difference (P)
with [43] (um = 10 m.s−1, ε = 0.9, kf/ks = 10−4, H = 0.005 m).

ω Nu (Ref. [43]) Nu (Present) Relative Error (%) P (Ref. [43]) P (Present) Relative Error (%)

10 1405.3 1425.3 1.4 −1.0610 −1.0610 0
20 2211.9 2237.2 1.1 −1.0296 −1.0296 0
30 2602.2 2613.4 0.4 −1.0195 −1.0195 0
40 2823.5 2814.5 0.3 −1.0146 −1.0146 0
50 2966.5 2935.2 1.0 −1.0116 −1.0116 0
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Figure 3. Pressure gradient as a function of velocity compared with previous experimental works [44].

5. Results and Discussion

The main purpose of analyzing the results is to investigate the effect of geometric and flow
parameters on the performance of the heat sink. For this purpose, the constant parameters of input
used in numerical modeling are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Input parameters used in the numerical simulation.

Parameters Value

ρf

(
kg/m3

)
997

cp,f (J/kg.K) 4179
kf (W/m.K) 0.613
ks (W/m.K) 237
µf(Pa.s) 8.55× 10−4

ε 0.88
ω(PPI) 10
H(m) 0.005
L/H 30

q′′w
(
W/m2

)
104

Re 150

5.1. Comparison of the LTNE Model and LTE Model

As mentioned in the previous sections, there are two different perspectives, named LTE and LTNE
models, for modeling heat transfer problems in porous media. The use of the LTE model is not feasible
in all cases, and it can only be used in ones where the difference between the solid and fluid phases
of the porous medium is very small. Therefore, the main purpose of this sub-section is to find the
reliability range of the LTE model. In Figure 4, the effects of the Biot number (Bi)—which is defined as
the ratio of a porous medium’s ability to transfer heat to the conduction of the solid-phase and the
fluid–solid-phase thermal conductivity ratio (k)—on the temperature of the solid phase (θs) and the
fluid phase (θ f ) in the LTNE model as well as the equilibrium temperature (θte) in the LTE model are
shown. It can be seen that when k is equal to 1 (kfe = kse), the difference between the temperatures of
the solid and fluid phases decreases (compare Figure 3a,c). Similarly, when the Bi number is large, the
difference between temperatures of the solid and fluid phases also decreases. In addition, if k is close
to 1, the equilibrium temperature is reached in between the regions between the temperature of the
solid and fluid phases in the LTNE model. On the other hand, if k is small (kfe � kse)the equilibrium
temperature is very close to the temperature of the solid phase. Note that a small value of k is expected
for metal foams object of the present study, since the k value of the fluid and solid phase is about 0.08,
which is considerably smaller than the thermal conductivity of the solid phase.

5.2. Velocity and Temperature Distribution

Figure 5 shows the effect of porosity and pore density on dimensionless velocity profiles. Due to
the non-slip condition, the velocity profile starts to propagate from zero value on the channel walls
and reaches its maximum value in the middle plate of the channel. Increasing the porosity increases
the permeability of the porous medium and, thus, it reduces the resistance to fluid flow. Hence,
according to Figure 5a, increasing the porosity reduces the velocity gradient in areas close to the wall.
The maximum velocity value is also increased due to the decrease in the velocity gradient. The effect
of pore density variations on the dimensionless profile of velocity can be seen in Figure 5b. Based on
this figure, increasing the pore density strengthens the gradient of velocity in areas close to the walls.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the decrease in permeability due to increasing the pore density.
In another aspect, due to the fact that the velocity becomes uniform by increasing the pore density,
thus, by an increase in pore density, the maximum value of the velocity in the middle plate of the
channel decreases.
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Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution contour of the fluid and solid phases of the porous
media. The solid-phase thermal conductivity is much larger than the fluid-phase thermal conductivity.
Therefore, there is a temperature difference between the solid and fluid phases of the porous medium,
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and the temperature of the solid phase is greater than the fluid one. Since the heat flux enters the
channel from the bottom, the temperature close to the bottom wall is higher than the temperature of
the top one. For both temperature distributions, the minimum value occurs at the inlet area of the
channel close to the top wall. Additionally, the maximum value occurs in the outlet area close to the
bottom wall, which is due to the heat flux presence and the viscous dissipation along the channel. In
addition, it should be mentioned that the velocity and temperature fields are valid for laminar regime.
In the subject literature, it became acceptable that due to the complex internal structure of the porous
media, the turbulent regime occurs at a very large Reynolds number, so the domain of these fields
supports a wide range [12,21].
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Figure 7a illustrates the influence of porosity on the dimensionless temperature of both phases.
The thermal resistance of the solid phase is much lower than the thermal resistance of the fluid
phase. Hence, as expected, the temperature of the solid phase is closer to zero. In other words,
the temperature difference between the solid phase and the hot wall is less. The lower the porosity,
the greater the contribution of the solid phase to heat transfer. Besides, the solid phase has a much
higher thermal conductivity than the fluid phase. As a result, the decrease in the porosity reduces the
thermal resistance governing the heat transfer mechanism. Thus, the lower the porosity, the closer
the temperature profile is to the temperature of the hot wall. Figure 7b shows the effect of the type of
adiabatic boundary condition (case A and case B) on the dimensionless temperature profile. The type
of adiabatic boundary condition only affects the temperature of the fluid phase on the upper wall
(insulation wall). For case A, the temperature of the solid phase is equal to the temperature of the fluid
phase, and this value for case B is less than the temperature of the solid phase.
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5.3. Entropy Generation Analysis

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the heat transfer irreversibility, fluid friction irreversibility,
and total irreversibility. As can be seen from all three contours, the slope along the axial direction is
very small. According to Figure 8a which illustrates the distribution of heat transfer irreversibility,
the irreversibility in areas close to the hot wall is very intense. The reason for this phenomenon is the
temperature gradient created by the heat flux generated by the electronic device. By moving away from
the hot wall and approaching the insulation wall, the distribution of the heat transfer irreversibility
decreases due to the reduction in the temperature gradient. Figure 8b shows the distribution of fluid
friction irreversibility. According to Figure 5, the velocity gradient is intense in the areas close to
the insulation wall and the hot wall. Hence, as expected, the friction irreversibility is high in this
region. By moving away from the walls, the velocity gradient decreases and, thus, the irreversibility
due to viscous dissipation decreases. On the other hand, in areas far from the walls and close to the
middle plate of the channel, the velocity becomes maximum and uniform. Therefore, in these areas,
the irreversibility of fluid friction is uniform and has larger values. Note, however, that the entropy
generation due to viscous dissipation in several orders of magnitude is smaller than that due to the
heat transfer. In Figure 8c, the total irreversibility distribution is evaluated. Total irreversibility is
the sum of the fluid friction irreversibility and the heat transfer irreversibility. Since the fluid friction
irreversibility is negligible compared to the heat transfer irreversibility (see Figure 8a,b), the trend of
total irreversibility variations is similar to the trend of the heat transfer irreversibility.

Figure 9 shows the variation in the average total irreversibility (
=
Ntot) as a function of the Reynolds

number (Re) in the different pore density. As shown in Figure 8, the total irreversibility has a behavior
similar to that of the heat transfer irreversibility. According to Figure 5, increasing the pore density
causes the velocity profile to be uniform at a shorter distance from the hot wall. Eventually, by
increasing the pore density, a larger fraction of the hot surface is wetted by the fluid, and a more
effective heat transfer can take place. Therefore, as shown in Figure 9, increasing the pore density

decreases the value of
=
Ntot. When the pore density is equal to 10, the

=
Ntot decreases by increasing the

Reynolds number. However, when the pore density is equal to 30, the
=
Ntot increases by increasing

the Reynolds number. This is because by increasing pore density, the permeability of the porous
medium decreases and, therefore, the shear stress on the wall increases. Thereafter, the resistance force
is reinforced and, consequently, the viscous dissipation is augmented. As a result, the fluid friction
irreversibility rises.
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increase in the total irreversibility. The reason for this phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the
thermal conductivity of the solid phase is much larger than the thermal conductivity of the fluid phase.
On the other hand, the lower the porosity, the larger s the role of the thermal conductivity of the solid
phase in the heat transfer mechanism. Thus, as the porosity decreases, the thermal resistance of the
heat transfer mechanism and entropy generation decrease. In addition, in low porosity, the effect of the
Reynolds number on total irreversibility is low. When the porosity is low, since ks>>kf, the dominant
heat transfer mechanism is conduction, whereas the Reynolds number only affects the convection
mechanism. Hence, in low porosity, the Reynolds number does not affect the total irreversibility.
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Figure 11a illustrates the variations in the Bejan (Be) number as a function of the Reynolds number
in the various pore densities. Since the heat transfer irreversibility contributes greatly to the total
irreversibility, the Bejan number is very close to 1. An increase in the pore density enhances the heat
transfer by increasing the velocity gradient in areas close to the hot wall and decreasing the heat
transfer irreversibility. Therefore, by increasing the pore density, the Bejan number decreases. The
effect of the Reynolds number on the Bejan number depends on the pore density. In other words,
the higher the pore density, the greater the reduction in the Bejan number due to the increase in the
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Figure 11b displays variations in the Bejan number as a function of the Reynolds number at
different values of porosities. Increasing the porosity causes a growth in the total thermal resistance,
thus, the heat transfer decreases and the heat transfer irreversibility increases. Hence, increasing the
porosity leads to an increase in the Bejan number. It should be noted that the lower the porosity, the
greater the impact of the Reynolds number on decreasing the Bejan number.

6. Conclusions

In the present numerical study, a detailed analysis of thermal, hydrodynamic, and entropy
generation performance of cooling fluid flow through a porous heat sink for electronic equipment was
performed. In this regard, the Darcy–Brinkman model was used to determine the velocity field, and
the LTNE model has also been used to determine the temperature field, taking into account the effect
of viscous dissipation. A comparison between the models of LTNE and LTE as well as an investigation
of the validity range for the LTE model were provided. Finally, the results summarized below present
the effects of porous media characteristics and fluid flow on temperature distribution, velocity, and
entropy generation:

• When the temperature difference between solid and fluid phases are considerable, results stemming
from the LTE model are accompanied by error, as employing the LTE model omits the entropy
generation caused by heat transfer between the fluid and solid phases.

• When the fluid–solid-phase thermal conductivity ratio is equal to 1 or the Biot number has a large
value, the difference between the temperature of the solid and the fluid phases decreases.

• Increasing the pore density and reducing the porosity increases the velocity gradient in the areas
close to the walls and reduce the maximum velocity in the middle plane of the channel.

• The lower the porosity, the lower the thermal resistance and the closer the temperature profile to
the temperature of the hot wall.

• Increasing the pore density and reducing porosity reduces the total irreversibility.
• Heat transfer irreversibility has a large contribution to the total irreversibility, thus, the Bejan

number has values close to 1. In addition, increasing the pore density and reducing the porosity
cause a decrease in the Bejan number.

A recent study showed that the use of porous metal foam is an efficacious method to design
a compacted and lightweight cooling system. Accordingly, to achieve an appropriate thermal
performance, employing a porous medium with low porosity is recommended, and when there is
a limitation of porosity (or in high porosity), the porous media should have high pore density.

A more comprehensive validation of the model against experimental data, especially for the
thermal part of the model, will be addressed in future work, to further demonstrate the superior
suitability of the LTNE model over the LTE one for the thermal-hydraulic analysis of metal foams in
electronic equipment.
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Nomenclature

asf Surface area density of metal-foam
(
m−1

)
u velocity (m/s)

Be Bejan number ur Specific velocity
Br Brinkman number U Dimensionless velocity

C Constant value Um
Dimensionless mean
velocity

cp Specific heat (J/kg.K) x, y
Cartesian coordinates
(m)

Da Darcy number Y
Dimensionless y
coordinate

H Channel height (m) Greek Symbols
hsf Interstitial heat transfer coefficient

(
W/m2K

)
ε porosity

K Permeability (m2) ω
Pore density (Pore Per
Inch, PPI)

k Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) µ Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)

L Channel length (m) θ
Dimensionless
temperature

NHT Dimensionless heat transfer irreversibility ρ Density (kg/m3)
NFF Dimensionless fluid friction irreversibility Ω Constant value
Ntot Dimensionless total irreversibility Subscripts
p Pressure (Pa) e Effective
P Dimensionless pressure f Fluid phase
Pr Prandtl number s Solid phase
q′′ Heat flux (W/ m2) te Thermal equilibrium
Re Reynolds number T Temperature (K)
.
s′′′ gen Volumetric rate of entropy generation

(
W/m3.K

)
.
s′′′HT Volumetric rate of heat transfer irreversibility

(
W/m3.K

)
.
s′′′ FF Volumetric rate of fluid friction irreversibility

(
W/m3.K

)
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